ADVISORS

Fall 2023
Finance and Supply Chain Management

Finance Majors:

Last names begin with: Professor Office/Ext.
A, C – H Dr. Liu GrH 231, X 1786
B, I – M Dr. Pan GrH 217, X 1683
N – Z Dr. Pham GrH 221, X 1139

Supply Chain Management:

Advisors are assigned on a case-by-case basis in the order in which they declare the major.

Professor Office/Ext.
Dr. Hwang GrH 117, X 1775
Dr. Langella GrH 213, X 1470
Dr. Neidigh GrH 131, X 1233
Dr. Qin GrH 133, X 1678
Dr. Setaputra GrH 230, X 1171